
What is working

well in health and

social care

researcher career

development in

Wales?

What are the

priority activities

for the Health and

Care Research

Wales Faculty?

[Top 10. Top 5]

What does a

successful

Health and Care

Research Wales

Faculty look like

to you?

Range 

Lots of

supportive

schemes

available

Range of

funding

awards

available

Links to past

award

holders

willing to

mentor others

Better support/

comms with

Clinical Scientists

in NHS Wales not

affiliated with HEIs

Supporting cross-

disciplinary

events to improve

multi-disciplinary

research

opportunities

Leadership

development

and support to

develop

international

collaborations

Lots of

different

funding

Award criteria

e.g.,

Fellowships

inc. career

development

More

interaction

between

grant holders

B

More

opportunities

for training

and

development

Sense of

community

(Wales is

small

enough)

Opportunies

for recognition

e.g. rising

research star

award

Working:supportive

funder for career

breaks (eg

Maternity

some form of

legacy/ongoing

support for

members

Flexibility to

change contract

when additional

opportunities

arise

Support

networks

being

developed 

More

community,

links between

holders

Annual

conference

and other

events

Priority:Leadership

support and

development

programme

there is a

current gap

post-fellowship

stage for

funding

Priority: bringing faculty

members together as a

cohort (like NIHR Academy

days)

Being

approachable

Connection

between

award

holders

Peer

mentorship

Would be good to

have connections

between for

cohorts and have

peer support

Human connection at

start of (and

throughout) award.

Feels like embargo,

media, start - with

limited connection

between award

holders 

More insentives to

do research

needed for clinical

staff to engage in

research and gain

qualifications

specific training

opportunities

with other

members would

be nice if in

person event

Opportunities to

meet wit senior

research leaders

for informal

chats

Activity

throughout

Wales 

Needs to include all Wales not

just Cardiff for events

consider geography and

travel

Where will launch event be

held, could it be added to

annual conference

Social event for

award holders

at the annual

conference to

make

connections

Awards for

leadership

opportunites

Group 1 Break out session 1: Faculty Priorities

What is working

well in health and

social care

researcher career

development in

Wales?

What are the

priority activities

for the Health and

Care Research

Wales Faculty?

[Top 10. Top 5]

What does a

successful

Health and Care

Research Wales

Faculty look like

to you?

Would like to

find out more

information

relating to the

role of the

Faculty.

The Research

Time Awards. 

These are an

excellent follow on

from further study

for clinical staff.  Non-clinical research

staff - needs to be

defined as Primary

and Emergency Care

Research.  Also lab

scientists, generally

basic academic. 

The Social Care

Fellowship covers

a wide range of

researchers and it

is good to have

this flexibility

Are like a big

community 

All different funding

schemes and the

fellowships be brought

together.  Should this

include others apart

from HCRW? Is this an

inclusive or exclusive

group?  

Mentorship and networking

opportunities.  Peer support

for grant applications and

sharing expertise so that

accessability to the

appropriate person is known. 

'College of Experts'.

Suggested Mentoring Circles

and a more formalised way of

bringing individuals together. 

As a Senior Research Leader

would delighted to be co-

opted into running a group. 

Need more instruction for

how to turn ideas into

research and could offer

sessions regarding this

regarding award holders and

non award holders.  Support

for early career researchers.  

Recruitment

process is

difficult at the

moment.  

One of the

major points is

Social Care and

this would result

in a successful

Faculty.  

There may

be less

Social Care

Research.

Need to look at the

issue of Social Care

Research further and

understanding what

your colleagues can

'bring to the table'. 

Raising awareness.  

Struggle to get onto

the Research ladder

and the need to raise

awareness is highly

important.  Need to

have a great

understanding of

research.  

Group 5 Break out session 1: Faculty Priorities

What is working

well in health and

social care

researcher career

development in

Wales?

What are the

priority activities

for the Health and

Care Research

Wales Faculty?

[Top 10. Top 5]

What does a

successful

Health and Care

Research Wales

Faculty look like

to you?

Good

foundation to

base Faculty

on +

exemplars

Opportunities

for

progression

available

Via NIHR - limited

engagement with

Health and Care

Research Wales

initially. PI  intro

resources good,more

detail req. Navigation

of system better

NIHR partner

awardees initial 

disconnect, but

had improved

over years

Training - incl

leadership,

managing

budgets,

project mgt, PI

Including

directing to

high quality

courses already

out there

Accesible

training

Mentors /

wider

community/

peer support

Team spaces

/ Slack /

Digital Hub

Co-production

and stakeholder

engagement.

Ensure All

Wales approach

Communications

/ personal

stories (different

routes)

Sustainable -

long term

futures

Support across

whole career

pathway

Supportive

Collaborative

Source of

opportunities

Port of call

for

information

Compilation

of 'good'

information

Growing

research

leaders of

the future

Shouting out

the

succeses!

Peer face to

face events

(NIHR

Academy

event) 

Group 4 Break out session 1: Faculty Priorities

What is working

well in health and

social care

researcher career

development in

Wales?

What are the

priority activities

for the Health and

Care Research

Wales Faculty?

[Top 10. Top 5]

What does a

successful

Health and Care

Research Wales

Faculty look like

to you?

Representation

from various

professions

(including clinical

scientists which

there seem to be

fewer of)

Good

accessibility

and website

Good clarity

over which

awards are

available

Size of Wales

creates a good

community/easy

links

Don't know if all

colleagues are

aware of HCRW

infrastructure -

eg. HCRW

conference

Sometimes

don't see

representation

from all fields

from previous

awards

No obvious

transition from

award (RCBC)

into next

career step

A good

transition

from award

into next

career step

England seems to

have a more

succesful stepped

career pathway in

comparison to

Wales

Good

transition

from awards

into career

Good

opportunities to

join community

of scholars

(RCBC)

Links

between

communities

- universities,

practice

Workshops/guidance

for applications

(RCBC)

Workshops/guidance

for writing

applications

More advice around

transitioning into

career

Advertising

communities

available 

Understanding skills

desired by research

community and how

we can support

these

Grants targeted at

lesser represented

areas (in Wales) -

where are we not

bringing people in

Linking universities

and Health Boards -

clarifying how they

collaborate together

Guidance on how

universities and

Health Boards can

work together

through career

pathways

Inclusive and not

just limited to

personal award

holders

Nurturing

environment and

support, sharing

resources and

learning

121 support in

addition to groups -

different levels of

groups through

career

Members at higher

stage in career

supporting those

starting out

Sponsorship -

people offering

opportunities and

suggestions

Family - Wales a

place to do

research and enjoy

it

Group 3 Break out session 1: Faculty Priorities

How do we

promote

inclusivity and

diversity across

the researcher

career pathways?

How would you

like to interact

with the Faculty

as your career

progresses?

In what ways can

the Health and

Care Research

Wales funded

community best

work to promote

your development?

Improve links betwee

health settings and

universities - maybe

through Faculty

website. People need

to be visible and

contactable

Diversity in

backgrounds,

clinical and

non clinical

Publish

diversity of

award

holders

Hard to comment

when don't have

information on

diversity

Diversity in

professions
Hard to promote when

not award of the gaps

HCRW should publich

current diversity of

award holders (if not

already done)Helsp

understand how to

improvebeing upfront

about support

with part time

and supporting

career breaks

Having flexibility in

awards (adapt to

changes over time)

and highlighting

that rather than

info available on

request

At the

moment

feels Cardiff

centric

Awards for

more rural

based

applicants

Encourage events

for everyone to be

able to attend not

just South Wales

be upfront

about the

flexibility the

funder offers e.g

career breaks,

part time

Mentorship

avaiable for more

rural health

boards

More support

needed for

umderrepresented

groups

There are

financial

barriers which

would restrict

some from

applyingIs there something

HCRW could do to

improve links between

the more distant health

and social care

settings with HCRW

Faculty/alumni in

universities

Ongoing links with

faculty - currently

everything seems

to drop as soon as

your funding ends

RDCS could

help with some

of those links -

Faculty will

need to work

with them too
Training

opportunities,

especially for those

not already based

in universities

which offer these

List each

cohort online

each year to

connect

groups

Networking

is key

Internal suppor

essential for

both academic

and clinical

Support depends on

where you are based

within the university

as well as different

Health Boards

Previous award

holders could

provide support to

those that do not

have support from

their

organisations

Try to change

culture of

Health Boards

with regard to

research

Important to be

able to get

support but also

to support

others as part of

the Faculty

continued

access to

advice

moving into

other roles

WHat happens

at the end of

awards, support

for this

Opportunities to go

from one award to

another but there are

gaps do you always

stay as a member

Champion HCRW

and HCRW to

champion share

publications for

awardees

Useful to

have contact

with previous

award

holders 

Bulletins, events,

emails. having HCRW

continue to shout

about our work and

continuing to be an

ambassador for

HCRW

Group 1 Break out session 2: Faculty Direction

How do we

promote

inclusivity and

diversity across

the researcher

career pathways?

How would you

like to interact

with the Faculty

as your career

progresses?

In what ways can

the Health and

Care Research

Wales funded

community best

work to promote

your development?

As Universities we

have strong

international links and

lots of international

students - how do we

utilise those to recruit a

diverse group of

researchers into Wales.

Where are the gaps

in people applying

for awards in Wales

Non-medic

colleagues aren't

always aware that

they can be

included

Sometimes lesser

representated

groups not noted as

eligible but are

(clinical scientists)

Being explicit as to

who can apply -

targetting lesser

represented groups

Video clips/case

studies of lesser

represented groups
Increasing

involvement in

public health - links

between different

types of

organisations

Some professions

within local health

boards are working

with public health

Mentorship and

senior support

required

More senior level

award holders able

to support others at

the earlier stages of

their research

career

Supporting people

to become good

coaches

Time allowance for

coaching/mentoring

roles

Working with

employing

organisationsfor

time/capacity

Coaching - would

expect coaches to

be within their

professional  area of

expertise

Some professional

areas more specific

than others in terms

of providing

guidance to others

Sometimes good to

have a 'non-expert'

to review

applications - pool

of support?

2 potential roles -

coaching into a

specific grant and

broader view of

career horizons

Peer review to

support applications

Relationships

between

organisations -

universities, health

boards etc.

Great to have

opportunity to meet

other Faculty

members - face to

face conference?

Meeting others who

hold the same

awards
Hearing about other

people - blog, case

studies, promoting

success/stories

Faculty blog? 

Developing self-

promotion skills -

sharing successes,

impact

How to become 'the

name' for your area,

in Wales

Media training

From the start of

career, thinking

about the future,

how you will reach

the place you would

like to

Group 3 Break out session 2: Faculty Direction

How do we

promote

inclusivity and

diversity across

the researcher

career pathways?

How would you

like to interact

with the Faculty

as your career

progresses?

In what ways can

the Health and

Care Research

Wales funded

community best

work to promote

your development?

Many ways to

get into a role

- different

pathways

Support those

who aren't

succesful -

providing useful

feedback (not

too critical!)

Language is a

barrier- provide

trainers /translators

(safe space)  hard

of hearing, sign

language, subtitles

Review stats of

applicants re EDI/

protected

characteristics and

the panels - identify

where work needs

to be done

Geography -

truly Wales-

wide talent?

Have good

champions

Have critical

friends

(honest)

Look beyond

health and

social care - e.g

economists,

engineers

ECRs - develop

for next steps

and further,

leadership, mgt,

support team

(continual)

Events/sessions to

review what's been

received from

Faculty - what's

worked / what's not

- inperson events

too
Also individual

points of

access (and

group ones

good)

Experiential learning

- mentors/ coaching.

Accept mistakes

made along the way,

support to take

risks. Build

resilience

Knowing backgrounds /

skills of faculty

members, who's got

similar set of skills. Who

can I collaborate with?

Matching people?

Profiles/bios. Provide

new perspectives

Repository for

opportunities

- journal

reviewer /

panels etc

Request

space - for

participants /

institutions

for tips / help 

Everyone

knowing what

the Faculty is

/ sharing

knowledge

help to navigate

the journey, when

things work and

don't work out.

What could happen

next if ops missed

Fun :)

It's a good place to

be, join us! That

we're making a

difference to

patients and

populations. 

Group 4 Break out session 2: Faculty Direction

How do we

promote

inclusivity and

diversity across

the researcher

career pathways?

How would you

like to interact

with the Faculty

as your career

progresses?

In what ways can

the Health and

Care Research

Wales funded

community best

work to promote

your development?

Is data

available for

this across

Wales?

In the absence of data

- what are your

thoughts?  Need to be

more inclusive of

various disciplines

some of which are

clinical, some of

which are not.  

Annual Survery - what

details are included? 

Gender gap, recruitment

from other backgrounds

and struggling on this on

all levels.  The need to

attract more candidates

from other backgrounds.

Athena Swan is a

Model that could be

applied to increase

diversity. There is a

problem at Cardiff

University with race

and gender inclusion. 

Need to support

women once they

have finished their

PHD, particularly if

women are thinking

of starting a familty. 

There is a need to

incresae flexibility.

The feeling of a

lack of security,

following finishing

your fellowship or

leaving midway and

return to complete

at a later stage.

Mentoring,

sponsorship

and funding.

Geographical

How long

tern is the

Faculty?

Reflects the

nature of

Government

Funding

Cycles.

Everyone's

responsibility

and need to

be proactive.

Mentorship as

you progress

through your

career and there

may be

changing roles.

Networking,

peer review

depending on

the skill set of

the person. 

Need advice and

support, networking

opportunities and need

to establish a cycle of

meeting dates in order

to interact and introduce

a newsletter.  There are

groups available that

already provide support.

Need to be

aware of

everyone's

specialities.  The ultimate aim

is to try and

collaborate in

that fashion -

structure and

metrics.

Need to get

away from

the institution

boundaries.

Collaboration to help

develop yourself as a

Researcher.  The

Faculty can actively

support this and

reference to the

balance of Health and

Social Care. 

Inclusivity -

how can this

be

supported?

Wales was

showing less

diversity in the

groups than

elsewhere.  Why

is this?  

Not yet aware

as the statistical

information is

not yet

available.  

Is there a

clear route in

for

everyone?

HCRW needs to be

more proactive and

advertise the

opportunites within

Wales to a greater

degree.  Knowledge is

key and need to know

the appropriate data.

The process

within the clinical

sections - are

there different

challanges within

these areas?

May need to

look further

back as Nurses

struggle to get

through.  

Need to

share good

practice.

Social Care

aspect? Allocated

certain areas of

funding but need

to collect the

necessary data.  

Group 5 Break out session 2: Faculty Direction

How do we

promote

inclusivity and

diversity across

the researcher

career pathways?

How would you

like to interact

with the Faculty

as your career

progresses?

In what ways can

the Health and

Care Research

Wales funded

community best

work to promote

your development?

This starts with the host

organisations - they

might need to work on

their improvements

which might then be

reflected in the HCRW

Faculty. This could be

done through outreach

Supporting

individuals

directly could

be improved. 

There are

opportunities to

improve diversity/

inclusivity already

available, particularly

through schemes

promoted by HEIW's. 

What do we mean

by diversity and how

do we define it?

There are multiple

layers: ethnicity,

profession, research

area/ expertise etc. 

Review of funding

schemes planned,

could the process

involve EDI and help

frame the

improvements made

to processes going

forward. 

Researchers not always

aware of what areas

they need to develop

in. Could an audit be

done about what areas

need strengthened for

the next applications a

researcher makes? 

Mentorship scheme

frameworks already

in use could be

used to develop

more similar

schemes in HEI's.

Benefit from moving

from one discipline to

another, multi-

disciplinary approach

to research can be

developed in a more

thorough way.

Reverse

mentoring - both

individuals in the

relationship can

learn from the

other. 

NHS RTA Awardees

should have an

academic mentor, that

should be a condition

of healthboards who

receive this funding

from HCRW. 

Networking

events 

Workshops for

early career

researchers,

particularly

after a PhD. 

Faculty should be

overlooking the

mentoring,

ensuring its

happening but

stepping in if its not

taking place. 

Those who have

awards should

have support if

their project is

stopped. 

Continuity of

research career

pathways

needs to be

developed. 
Timeline

guidance for

researchers

when thinking

about next steps

in career.

Advice on

funding if

PhD project is

3+1

arrangement.  PhD funds

research time

but not write up

time which may

need review. 

Timing of different

grants being

aligned to

traditional awards -

bridging funding

would also be

useful. 

Doctoral to Post-

Doctoral transition

is difficult. There

aren't enough

good post-doctoral

opportunities. 

PhD doesn't

necessarily mean an

individual has to

become an academic,

there needs to be

more flexibility in

these outcomes. 

Group 2 Break out session 2: Faculty Direction

What is working

well in health and

social care

researcher career

development in

Wales?

What are the

priority activities

for the Health and

Care Research

Wales Faculty?

[Top 10. Top 5]

What does a

successful

Health and Care

Research Wales

Faculty look like

to you?

The ability to

collaborate and

receive

mentorship from

senior research

leaders

Looking forward

to learning more

about career

development in

a PhD

Studentship

Seems to be easier

when senior in

research to make

connections - this

seems more

difficult for early

career researchers

Peer support and

groups coming

together to share

experiences at

differnet career

stages would be a

positive development

Sharing information on

different data bases

becomes burdensome.

Faculty website could

have quick links to all

institutions/resources

available to ease the

demands on researchers

time.

Directory of

expertise to

mirror the

one in Cardiff

University.

I would like to

get to know

people who are

undertaking the

same 

personal award. 

Networking

events arranged

for researchers

across different

institutions to

connect.

Research Leadership

residential courses -

some aspects of

these involving career

research for people in

Wales would be

helpful to retain these

researchers in Wales. 

Editorial training,

reviewing

papers, broader

career skills

development

would be helpful.

NIHR HTAPanel -

associate reviewer

scheme who the grants

are shared with and the

reviews are discussed -

they have experience with

paperwork. This model

could be replicated across

all types of committees.

Establishing

networks and

collaborating

beyond Wales

is important.

Promoting the

relationships

amongst the

research community

and adding to what

instutions already

take part in. 

Opportunities

for training and

development

throughout the

studentships

Building the

community and

maintaining

contacts/networks Link to Post-

Doctoral

study is

important.

Developing new

courses might not be

necessary, it's having

the links/information

to other courses/

training is also

useful 

Feedback

mechanism on

courses

attended would

be useful.

There is a lot of

training available, but

COVID has halted the

opportunity to

developing good

networks/relationships

Face to face

launch and

bringing

people

together 

Network, real or

virtual, bringing

junior/senior

researchers across

different instutions

together to ask

questions. 

Faculty newsletter

notifying researchers

about training/

development

opportunities
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Georgraphical

diversity - making

people feel they are

included

Challenges around

identifying why

certain groups are

under represented

As all Cardiff/

Swansea based (in

group) sometimes we

may not know what

the barriers to under

represented groups

are

Backgrounds

of applicants

(e.g. AHPs etc)

Are groups

losing out

Research culture -

how do we balance

this amongst different

communities/locations

Addressing

inequities in

opportunity

rather than

chaging criteria 

Talking to people

who are not award

holders

Visibility -important to 'see'

people who reflect your

characterisitics/background

etc which could include

case studies

 

Newsletter -

training/funding

Skills - like

social media,

media

training

Challenge around

time - how is

development

actively supported

by organisations

Could there be

different levels of

faculty membership -

current award

holders, alumni for

previous, or associate

for those interested in

research

Promoting Wales -

attracting

international interest

Advertising Wales -

where you are from

(eg. within

meetings),

ambassadors for

Wales

Look to 'incubator'

model of NIHR e.g

Nursing and

midwifery (which

isn't open to Welsh

researchers)

Socio-economic

inclusivity

Interacting with non-

successful

applicants to

support them 

Facilitator Dyfrig Hughes

Professor of Pharmacoeconomics 

and Director of Research


